Introducing the
SkyVault Series
™

Big tubes for big spaces
Size matters

Your “portal” to the sky

Year-round temperature control

Labor-saving installation

That’s why we created the new
SkyVault Series, our biggest
tubular daylighting devices yet.

The core of the new SkyVault Series is the
Solatube M74 DS Daylighting System. This
base unit provides a 74 cm opening to the sky, nearly two times the
aperture and collection capability
of our SolaMaster® Series. This
makes it possible for more light
to enter an area, resulting in
higher daytime illuminance and / or
greater spacing between units with fewer roof
penetrations.

Maintaining a comfortable
interior temperature is a
huge challenge with daylighting. A poor design may
let in too much heat during
warm months and allow
too much heat to escape during cool months. The new
SkyVault Series lets you control your temperature with
insulated and sealed curb cap flashings that minimize
heat gain / heat loss through the roof. Add the dual
dome option and improve thermal efficiency even more.

To design a truly superior high output product, we also
minimized labor and waste. As such, the Solatube
M74 DS features roof and diffuser modules that are
pre-assembled to speed installation. Labor is further
reduced with a revolutionary Tab-Lock Connection
System with Tube Belts that is screwless and eliminates unsightly, labor-intensive seam tape.

The Solatube M74 DS is just the beginning
of more breakthrough innovations that will
allow you to configure and control a daylighting system to meet your design intent.

The design also reduces glare and minimizes traveling
hot spots below. Put this all together with Solatube
International’s legendary visible light transmission, and
you’ve got a daylighting solution that’s second to none.

Ideal for large volume
spaces with high
ceilings like airports,
convention centers,
lobbies, warehouses,
manufacturing facilities,
and retail centers, the
trailblazing SkyVault Series gives
building designers a Solatube
daylighting solution that delivers
maximum output while minimizing
impact on the building envelope
and significantly reducing installation costs.
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We’ve even reduced distribution costs by transporting
the Solatube M74 DS on pallets with its components
nested. This results in minimal packaging, allowing
you to address USGBC LEED construction waste management requirements. Through design innovations
and smarter shipping
methods, the Solatube
M74 DS reduces labor
and waste to save time
and money.

SkyVault Series
™

The New Solatube M74 Daylighting System
Outer Dome

Optional
Security Guard
The optional Security
Guard comes pre-installed and consists
of a stainless steel
wire grid that inserts
into the flashing turret
across the diameter of
the opening.

The Outer Dome is
made of high-impact
polycarbonate and filters
out harmful UV rays.

Optional Inner Dome
The Inner Dome can
be added as a preinstalled option to
improve thermal
performance.

Curb Cap Flashing

Tube Belt
Patented Tube Belt
cinches the tube
connection to prevent
gaps and provide a
tapeless, self-sealing joint.

The flashing features
a curb cap that uses
R-6 rigid insulation. All
joints come pre-sealed.
The cap assembly
includes the Dome Edge
Protection Band to
achieve a rooftop
fire rating.

Diffuser Assembly
Extension Tubes
Extension tubes feature
a revolutionary Tab-Lock
Connection System with
Tube Belts that eliminate
the need for screws and
tape. Tubes come in 24
in. and 48 in. lengths.

The Solatube
M74 DS
is available in
the following
configurations:

A Prismatic Diffuser
comes pre-assembled
and easily attaches to
extension tubes using
the Tab-Lock Connection
System and Tube Belts.
The circular shape is
designed for open ceiling
applications.

Single Dome

Single Dome
with Security

Dual Dome

Dual Dome
with Security
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Solatube®, Spectralight® Infinity, OptiView,® Brighten Up,® SolaMaster,® SkyVault™
Raybender® 3000, LightTracker™ Reflector, and Innovation in Daylighting™
are all registered marks of Solatube International, Inc.

